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President’s Memo
Syed Ershad Ahmed
President, American Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh (AmCham)

the Chief Adviser, In-Charge of 
the Ministry of Energy and Min-
eral Resources in February to grace 
the AmCham Luncheon meet-
ings. AmCham held its monthly 
luncheon meeting on May 21 at 
the Dhaka Sheraton where the 
U.S. Ambassador H.E. Mr. James F. 
Moriarty was the Guest of Honor 
and Speaker.  

Finally, we are all saddened at 
two recent unfortunate events 
in Myanmar and China while 
cyclone Nargis hit Myanmar and 
a major earthquake hit China. 
According to the latest informa-
tion around 100,000 feared dead 
and the destruction of resources 
is considered to be immense.  Dif-
ferent countries and world bodies 
offering help.  A team from Ban-
gladesh also reached Myanmar to 
provide relief.  

A major earthquake with 7.9 Mag-
nitude in Richter scale hit Sichuan 
province, China.  The death toll 
from this devastating earthquake 
has risen to 40,075.  Thousands 
more are still missing, and hopes 
are fading of finding many people 
still alive.  Several countries and 
world bodies have offered gener-
ous financial and technical aid.  

While Bangladesh made a lucky 
escape of Nargis, we are vulnerable 
to both cyclone and earthquake.  
What happened in Myanmar and 
China should be taken as a wake-
up call and country planners 
think seriously as to how to build 
a safer Bangladesh. We call upon 
AmCham members from all over 
the world to extend support and 
cooperation to the cyclone and 
earthquake victims of Myanmar 
and China. 

February 27-29, 2008 at the Dhaka 
Sheraton Hotel.  It was the seven-
teenth annual U.S. Trade Show, 
co-hosted with the U.S. Embassy 
in Dhaka. Mr. Mahbub Jamil, Spe-
cial Assistant to the Chief Adviser 
and In-Charge of the Ministry of 
Civil Aviation & Tourism, Ministry 
of Youth & Sports, and Ministry of 
Industries officially inaugurated 
the show.  

A 24-member team of Ameri-
can Chamber of Commerce 
(AmCham) in India, led by its 
President Mr. KN Memani visited 
Bangladesh in early April.  During 
the visit, the AmCham India team 
met members of the Dhaka Cham-
ber of Commerce and Industry 
(DCCI) and the Federation of Ban-
gladesh Chambers of Commerce 
and Industry (FBCCI) and signed 
MOUs to explore more businesses.  
The delegation also met officials 
from Bangladesh Export Process-
ing Zones Authority (BEPZA), 
National Board of Revenue (NBR), 
and Board of Investment (BOI).  
Furthermore, the delegation 
held exclusive meeting with the 
AmCham Bangladesh Executive 
Committee members and with 
the officials from the American 
Embassy, Dhaka, Bangladesh. 

A delegation from the United 
States Trade Representative (USTR) 
visited Bangladesh in mid April.  
In addition to meeting AmCham 
office bearers, they met with dif-
ferent government officials and 
discussed bilateral issues. 

We were pleased to have Dr. Hos-
sain Zillur Rahman, Adviser for 
the Ministry of Commerce and 
Education in April and Professor 
M. Tamim, Special Assistant to 

Shuvo Nababarsho! The Bengali 
New Year started with good news 
of bumper production of Boro rice 
this season.  Happy harvesting! 
We hope that the Government 
will continue to support agricul-
tural production aiming towards 
food security and safety. 

The American Chamber of Com-
merce in Bangladesh (AmCham) is 
happy to present its second quar-
terly journal.  AmCham passed 
quite a busy quarter with some 
important events taking place 
during this period. 

I would like to begin welcoming 
the new U.S. Ambassador to the 
People’s Republic of Bangladesh, 
Mr. James F. Moriarty who arrived 
in Dhaka in April.  Mr. Moriarty 
begins his tenure as the 13th 
Ambassador of the United States 
to Bangladesh.  The Ambassador is 
accompanied by his wife, Ambas-
sador Lauren K. Moriarty.  We wish 
both of them Good Luck!

AmCham’s largest annual event, 
the U.S. Trade Show, took place on 

Syed Ershad Ahmed

Message
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Having recently arrived in Dhaka 
I am honored to represent the 
United States in Bangladesh.  I 
begin my assignment here with a 
great deal of enthusiasm and high 
hopes for Bangladesh’s future.  
This is a critical time for Bangla-
desh, a country in transition in a 
region of the world that is critical 
to U.S. interests.  

I am proud of the partnership 
between the American Chamber 
of Commerce in Bangladesh and 
the U.S. Embassy in promoting 
a strong economic relationship 
between our two nations, which 
have a longstanding and close 
friendship.   The growing number 

of American companies represent-
ed in Bangladesh illustrates the 
deepening of this relationship.   
So too does the growing number 
of entrepreneurs and profession-
als of Bangladeshi origin who are 
making a contribution to the de-
velopment and prosperity of the 
United States.    

The American Chamber of Com-
merce plays a vital role in the 
economic and political life of Ban-
gladesh during this transition pe-
riod.  As the nation’s leaders make 
important decisions, AmCham is 
an effective forum through which 
members of the business commu-
nity can provide guidance to those 

Message from U.S. Ambassador
James F. Moriarty
Ambassador, U.S. Embassy in Dhaka, Bangladesh

James F. Moriarty

leaders, especially at this time of 
unprecedented political and eco-
nomic reform.   AmCham offers 
opportunities for members to in-
teract with key decision makers, 
and I see these opportunities not 
just as a privilege, but as a duty.  
The business community has a 
responsibility to provide its feed-
back to the government in the re-
form process.

I congratulate the American 
Chamber of Commerce in Bangla-
desh for the respected position it 
has earned as a force for enhanc-
ing business and trade links in this 
country. 
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I offer our profound thanks and 
appreciation to AmCham members 
and to the friends of AmCham for 
their congratulations, nice words, 
and compliments for our first issue 
of AmCham quarterly journal. We 
also express our sincere thanks to 
those who have been supporting 
this initiative by their thoughts 
and advertisements.

AmCham has continued its journey 
towards making contributions to a 
prosperous and happy Bangladesh 
through its different activities over 
the last couple of months. I present 
below an account of some recent 
activities.

January 15, 2008

We invited Mr. Nur Mohammad, 
Inspector General of Police (IGP), 
Bangladesh to speak on “Traffic 

AmCham in Action
A. Gafur
Executive Director, AmCham Bangladesh

spoke in detail the causes of 
traffic jam, challenges being faced 
by the police administration, 
achievements of the traffic division, 
and his recommendations for 
improvement. The IGP’s speech 
has been incorporated.

February 19, 2008

Professor M. Tamim, Honorable 
Special Assistant to the Honorable 
Chief Adviser of the Government 

for industries, Professor Tamim 
commented, “Although two new 
export processing zones (EPZs) are 
now under process, we will convey 
the authorities concerned that a 
poor reserve of gas will not enable 
us to supply gas to those zones.” 
The Special Assistant suggested a 
better competence of the BAPEX 
(Bangladesh Petroleum Exploration 
and Production Company Limited) 
for exploring natural resources. 
“The mineral resource exploration 
authorities of India are now going 
to Myanmar and Africa in search 
of energy. But, we are yet to be that 
much equipped and competent, 
although ours is an authority 
that started its journey as early as 
1962”, he stated. Opposing the 
CNZ subsidy on a long term basis, 
he emphasized rationalizing it with 
petroleum prices. He also informed 
that he would begin working on 
coal policy soon. 

US Trade Show 2008

The 17th Annual US Trade Show 
2008 was held at the Dhaka 
Sheraton Hotel, from February 
27-29, 2008. The Trade Show was 

A. Gafur 

AmCham in Action

Jam in Dhaka City: Challenges and 
Possible Solution” at AmCham 
luncheon meeting. The IGP 

of the People’s Republic of 
Bangladesh, In-Charge of the 
Ministry of Power, Energy and 
Mineral Resources, was invited 
to give a talk on “Energy Security 
for Bangladesh: Challenges and 
Opportunities”. 

In his speech, Professor Tamim 
said that the Government would 
have to search for alternative 
sources of energy for reducing 
dependency on a single source like 
gas to ensure a long-term energy 
security. “Presently, gas is used in 
generating around 95 per cent of 
our total power, which is followed 
by fertilizer,” he added. He also 
opted for various energy options 
such as, nuclear power, supply of 
gas from Myanmar, diversifying 
crude oil destinations, and starting 
up power import from India as 
a pilot project. Energy security 
- according to Professor Tamim - 
means its availability to all citizens 
at an affordable price. He, however, 
was optimistic about discovering 
a considerable amount of gas on 
the third round of offshore survey. 
Regarding the present gas supply 

co-sponsored by the American 
Chamber of Commerce in 
Bangladesh and the United States 
Embassy. The objective of the 
Show was to accelerate awareness 
among the consumers in regard 
to competitive availability of 
high quality US goods and 
services in Bangladesh. In this 
year’s Trade Show, 61 exhibitors 
participated, occupying 91 booths. 
Unfortunately, the country had 
been suffering from political 
instability and a state of uncertainty, 
thus causing substantial loss of 
business confidence and image of 
the country. Despite difficulties, it 
is notable that we were able present 
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the Show, keeping the chain of 
holding annual US Trade Show in 
Bangladesh unbroken for the last 
17 years.  

A press release was made in 
November 2007 in different dailies 
announcing the dates of the Show. 
Besides, news and advertisements 
were published and telecast through 

AmCham, were present in the 
program. 

The 3-day US Trade Show was 
inaugurated by the Honorable 

power to improve their lives. This 
trade show, co-sponsored by the 
American Chamber of Commerce 
in Bangladesh and the U. S. 
Embassy, is an expression of our 
shared interest and commitment.”

She continued: “The Caretaker 
Government has taken up an 
ambitious agenda and has faced 
some difficult challenges. Much 
of what the government is trying 
to achieve is critical to the long-
term economic health of the 
economy. The government needs 
to continue its efforts in a variety 
of areas, including preparing for 
the elections, tackling corruption, 
and safeguarding basic human 
rights. These efforts are essential to 
business confidence in Bangladesh, 
and require the support and 
participation of the business 
community. The government’s 
implementation of the election 
roadmap, and the commitment of 
the government to hold elections 
this year, are vital in boosting 
investor confidence. A long-term 
decline in corruption will maintain 
that confidence, but only if the 
campaign against corruption is 
carried out in a fair and transparent 
manner.” She expressed her 
appreciation to the American 
Chamber of Commerce team, its 
President Syed Ershad, its Executive 
Board, and its Executive Director, 
for providing this opportunity to 
showcase what American business 
can achieve in Bangladesh.

She concluded saying “Not only 
American business, but Bangladeshi 
business, media, and government 
leaders, have all benefited from the 
Chamber’s continuing efforts to 
spread the word about trade and 
investment opportunities for U.S. 
firms in Bangladesh. A growing 
number of American business 
executives are aware of Bangladesh 
and the enormous potential here. 
AmCham and this annual Trade 
Show deserve a big part of the credit 
for this positive development. To 
all of you -- organizers, participants, 
and visitors -- welcome to the U.S. 
Trade Show 2008!”

Mr. Mahbub Jamil, Honorable 
Special Assistant to the Chief Adviser, 

AmCham in Action

different newspapers and leading 
private television channels during 
the show. A press conference was 
organized on February 25, 2008, 
at the Dhaka Sheraton Hotel. The 
response from the press and the 
electronic media was good. Among 
others, Syed Ershad Ahmed and A. 
Gafur from AmCham, and Heather 
Variava, John Dunham, and Amy 
Vrampas from the US Embassy 
were present on the occasion.

A welcome dinner was held on 
February 26, 2008 at the Dhaka 

Sheraton Hotel Ballroom. The 
objective of the program was 
to honor the expatriates of the 
participating firms in the trade 
show. Heads of all the participating 
firms were also invited. The dinner 
was sponsored by Bangla Trac Ltd. 
(Bangla CAT). Among others US 
Charge d’Affaires, a.i. Ms. Geeta 
Pasi, AmCham President Mr. Syed 
Ershad Ahmed, AmCham Vice 
President Mr. Trevor MacDonald, 
Mr. Tarique E. Haque, Chairman 
and Director, Bangla CAT, and 
Mr. A. Gafur, Executive Director-

Special Assistant to the Chief 
Adviser, In-Charge of Ministry of 
Industry, Civil Aviation & Tourism, 
Youth and Sports, Mr. Mahbub 
Jamil on February 27, 2008 at 
10:00 am at the Dhaka Sheraton 
Hotel. The inaugural ceremony 
also included American Charge 
d’Affaires, a.i. Ms. Geeta Pasi, 
and AmCham President Mr. Syed 
Ershad Ahmed. The Show received 
wide newspaper, radio and TV 
coverage.                 

In her speech, Ms. Geeta Pasi 
welcomed everyone to the 
17th annual U.S. Trade Show in 
Bangladesh. She said that the wide 
range of industries represented 
by the exhibitors reflects the 
breadth and depth of commercial 
interaction between the U.S. 
and Bangladesh. In areas such 
as, energy production, industrial 
equipment, banking, research, 
medical services, education, and 
relief organizations, partnership 
between U.S. and Bangladeshi 
companies is vital to the economic 
advancement of this country. 
She praised the commitment of 
these companies as well as their 
innovation, fairness, and excellent 
customer service, all of which are 
reflected in the loyalty of their 
customers.

She added, “Trade links are an 
essential part of our bilateral 
relationship. The U.S. Embassy 
is committed to facilitating 
these links to foster the success 
of businesses in Bangladesh. 
Economic links and growth at 
all levels of society is the engine 
of change that gives people the 
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in his remarks congratulated the 
US Embassy and the AmCham for 
holding this trade event in Dhaka 
and urged the US Companies 
operating in Bangladesh to exploit 
the investment opportunities 
available in Bangladesh. He 
pointed out that despite natural 
calamities, the country has 
been maintaining a remarkable 
economic growth. He stressed that 
the reforms being carried out by 
the Caretaker Government would 
have a far-reaching impact on the 
country’s governance. He said that 
the government’s current drives 
against corruption would not be 
enough unless there is a social 
movement against corruption and 
corrupt elements. 

The US Embassy hosted a Reception 
on the evening of February 27, 
2008 and over 400 guests attended 
the program. The reception was 

One Economy Class Air Ticket for 
Dhaka-Singapore-Dhaka

Winner: AB Bank Ltd.

C. EMIRATES

One Business Class Air Ticket for 
Dhaka-Dubai-Dhaka

Winner: DNS SatComm Ltd.

D.  TECHNO HVAC SYSTEM LTD.

One Economy Class Air Ticket for 
Dhaka-Bangkok-Dhaka 

Winner: Sakaimex Ltd.

During the 3-day Show, breakfast 
was provided to nearly 150 persons 
each day. The breakfast programs 
were sponsored by the following 
companies:

□ February 27, 2008: American 
International University-
Bangladesh

□ February 28, 2008: Unilever 
Bangladesh Ltd.

□ February 29, 2008: Abdul 
Monem Ltd.

□ Citibank, N.A. sponsored the 
Trade Show Gates.

□ FedEx Bangladesh sponsored 
the Backdrop of the opening 
program.

This time there was no worry 
about hartal/blockade, and the 
Show ended peacefully and in 
a very cordial atmosphere. The 
American Embassy, the Bangladesh 
Government, and the Dhaka 
Sheraton did an outstanding job in 
this regard and they deserve warm 
appreciation for their excellent 
support.

US Trade Show has become 
an annual trade event and a 
remarkable networking platform 
for US business firms, for their 
agents and distributors, and for 
Bangladeshi consumers. This is 
the largest US business event in 
Bangladesh. The exhibitors and 
their employees consider this 
event not only as a business event, 

but also as a memorable annual 
get-together under the banner of 
the US Trade Show. The present 
US investment (approx. 1 billion 
dollars) and US exports (about 
400 million dollars per year) to 
Bangladesh are very small figure. 
But there is room for enormous 
growth. The Show indicates bright 
promises for the future.

March 12-15, 2008

The Asia-Pacific Council of 
American Chambers of Commerce 

AmCham in Action

sponsored by Chevron Bangladesh. 
At the middle of the reception, 
Mr. Jon Danilowicz, Deputy Chief 
of Mission, American Embassy, 
addressed the gathering and 
introduced Mr. Steve Wilson, 
President, Chevron Bangladesh, 
and sponsor of the Reception. 
Following the speech of Mr. Wilson, 
there was a raffle draw, which 
was being opened by AmCham 
President and conducted by Mr. 
John Dunham and Mr. A. Gafur.

The donors and winners of the 
raffle tickets were as follows:

A. GULF AIR  

One Economy Class Air Ticket for 
Dhaka-London-Dhaka

Winner: Comptech Network 
System Pvt. Ltd.

B. BIMAN BANGLADESH 
AIRLINES

(APCAC) held its annual meeting 
in Guam. AmCham Bangladesh 
was represented at the meeting 
by its Executive Director Mr. A. 
Gafur. The theme of the conference 
was “Economic Security and 
Opportunities in the Asia Pacific 
Region”. The meeting included 
a wide range of issues, including 
U.S. business engagement in Asia, 
Free Trade Agreements, Regional 
Security, Tax Policy, Analysis on U.S. 
Presidential Election, Opportunities 
in Guam, Fighting Corruption, 
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR), 
Trade Liberalization, Financial 
Services Liberalization, etc.

April 01-03, 2008

The American Chamber of 
Commerce in India (AmCham 

India), being represented by a high-
level business delegates visited 
Dhaka for the first time ever. The 
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delegation included 24 AmCham 
India members having operational 
responsibilities for Bangladesh. The 
Chairman of AmCham India, Mr. 
K.N. Memani, led the team. The 
principal purpose of the visit was to 
explore opportunities, expanding 
business, and eventually consider 
investment in Bangladesh. 

The delegation began their 
busy schedule on April 02 by 
attending a briefing session given 
by the US Embassy’s Economic/
Commercial section in Dhaka. The 
Economic and Commercial Wing 
of the Indian High Commission 
also provided a briefing to the 
delegation. Thereafter, AmCham 
Bangladesh gave an elaborate 
briefing to the delegation over the 

AmCham in Action

its President Mr. Hossain Khaled. 
Finally, in the afternoon, the 
Federation of Bangladesh Chambers 
of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI) 
hosted an interactive session for 
the delegation. Mr. Annisul Huq, 
President FBCCI, greeted the 
delegation and moderated the 
session. The delegation expressed 
their happiness about their visit 
and experience in Bangladesh 
and hoped that they would be 
able to come back for business 
engagements in future.   

April 02, 2008

Dr. Hossain Zillur Rahman, 
Honorable Adviser for the 
Ministry of Commerce and 
Education, Govt. of the People’s 
Republic of Bangladesh, graced 
the lunch meeting of AmCham 
Bangladesh. The visiting AmCham 

WTO obligations, and investment 
opportunities in Bangladesh.

May 18, 2008

The members of the Executive 
Committee of the American 
Chamber of Commerce in 
Bangladesh (AmCham) made 
a courtesy call on the newly-
appointed U.S. Ambassador to 
Bangladesh, Mr. James F. Moriarty, 
and discussed various matters of 
mutual interest.

May 21, 2008 

The U.S. Ambassador to Bangladesh, 
Mr. James F. Moriarty, attended his 

rapidly emerging opportunities in 
Bangladesh. In the afternoon, the 
team met the Executive Chairman 
of the Bangladesh Board of 
Investment (BOI) and exchanged 
views on different aspects of making 
investment and doing business 
in Bangladesh. In the evening, 
the group attended a reception 
given by the American Embassy. 
On the morning of April the 03, 
the delegation met the Chairman 
of National Board of Revenue.  
During the meeting there, they 
received briefing on taxation-
related issues. The delegation also 
visited the office of the Bangladesh 
Export Processing Zones Authority 
(BEPZA). The Executive Chairman 
of BEPZA made a detailed 
presentation on the operation 
and success of BEPZA. The Dhaka 
Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (DCCI) hosted a business 
lunch and discussion for the 
group. The meeting was chaired by 

India business delegation was 
invited to AmCham Bangladesh 
luncheon. There they had an 
interaction with the members 
of AmCham Bangladesh and 
other invited guests. The Adviser 
spoke on development, growth, 
and business opportunities in 
Bangladesh. The speech of Dr. 
Hossain Zillur Rahman has been 
incorporated. 

April 15, 2008

AmCham Bangladesh hosted a 
lunch in honor of Ms. Adina Renee 
Adler, Director for South Asia, Office 
of the U.S. Trade Representative. 
The invited guests interacted with 
Ms. Adler on different business 
matters, especially issues relating 
to the protection of Intellectual 
Property Rights (IPR), relevant 

first AmCham lunch as the Guest 
of Honor and Speaker. AmCham 
members and the guests warmly 
greeted the Ambassador. In return, 
the Ambassador also offered his 
greetings to AmCham members 
and the guests. 

Ambassador Moriarty said that he 
was proud to represent the United 
States in Bangladesh. He admired 
the remarkable achievements of 
Bangladesh since its independence, 
and expressed high optimism about 
the country’s future. He stressed 
on three important goals of U.S.-
Bangladesh bilateral partnership. 
These are - promotion of 
democracy, ensuring development, 
and denying space to terrorism.  
He said that Bangladeshi has 
faced numerous obstacles acting 
against these goals, but there is 
one challenge that obstructs all 
three. The Ambassador identifies 
that challenge as corruption. The 
speech of the Ambassador has been 
incorporated separately.
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Remarks by U.S. Ambassador
(Speech by James F. Moriarty, U.S. Ambassador, U.S. Embassy in Bangladesh at AmCham Luncheon Meeting on May 21, 2008)

endured difficult times under cor-
ruption’s grip.  There was a time 
when corruption was rampant in 
the United States.  Governments 
and businesses colluded on public 
procurement projects, and money 
intended for developing rail-
roads ended up in politicians’ and 
businessmen’s pockets.  Electoral 
fraud in local governments was 
common, and corruption at the 
national government level was not 
unknown.  The economy suffered 
as investors incurred huge losses.  
In cities such as New York public 
services became shoddy, infrastruc-
ture crumbled and new infrastruc-
ture projects, such as the subway 
system, were delayed for years.

The vigorous efforts of the inde-
pendent press to inform the 
public brought an end to endemic 
corruption in America.  Public 
revulsion forced the political and 
business communities to clean up 
their act, which eventually led to 
a series of reforms and anti-cor-
ruption legislation.

In a more recent example, Hong 
Kong in the 1960s was widely 
regarded as one of the most cor-
rupt cities in the world.  Law 
enforcement agencies had cozy 
business relationships with orga-
nized crime groups.  Extortion and 
graft were accepted as normal.  In 
1974 Hong Kong established the 
Independent Commission Against 
Corruption, or ICAC, which took 
a comprehensive approach in 
attacking corruption.  At the 
time, no one believed the ICAC 
would ever succeed against such 
a formidable challenge.  People 
made jokes about it.  They said 
that ICAC stood for “I Can Accept 
Cash”.  They feared that the ICAC 
would become just another cor-
rupt institution. 

The ICAC adopted a three-
pronged strategy of deterrence, 
prevention and education.  Anti-
corruption enforcement processes 
were made transparent, to both 
earn the public’s trust and dem-

is what I would like to talk about 
today.

Corruption is the enemy of democ-
racy, for it distorts the choices 
of the people and inhibits their 
self-determination. Corruption 
misplaces the benefits of develop-
ment efforts, benefiting those who 
are least in need.  When terrorists 
lose the support of the popula-
tion, corruption allows them to 
purchase additional support.  Cor-
ruption is a cancer eating away at 
the vital organs of the nation.

It has been estimated that corrup-
tion in Bangladesh costs the coun-
try between two and three percent 
of its GDP.  This figure represents 
approximately two billion dollars 
every year.  That is two billion dol-
lars that cannot be used to fund 
schools.  That is two billion dol-
lars that is not available to build 
infrastructure.  That is two billion 
dollars that cannot be invested in 
power generation projects, or agri-
cultural research, or health care.

Corruption is an endemic problem 
in Bangladesh.  Transparency Inter-
national has rated Bangladesh at 
the bottom of its annual Corruption 
Perceptions Index.  While there has 
been some slight improvement in 
the last few years Bangladesh con-
tinues to rank very low.

I think that everyone in this room 
will agree that corruption is a bad 
thing.  You all recognize that it is 
a drag on Bangladesh’s economy 
and a deterrent to international 
trade and investment in Bangla-
desh.  But some of you may have 
come to accept it as inevitable; a 
fact of life of doing business in this 
country, with no prospect that it 
will ever change.  I urge you not to 
think that way.  Overcoming cor-
ruption will certainly not be easy, 
but it can be done.

Bangladesh is not alone in its 
struggle with corruption.  Every 
nation faces it, and some coun-
tries, including my own, have 

ïf Acivý| AvkvKwi Avcbviv fv‡jv 
Av‡Qb| Avcbv‡`i g‡a¨ Avm‡Z †c‡i Avwg 
LyeB Avbw›`Z|

Thank you Ershad and Gafur for 
your kind introduction.  Greetings 
to you, members and guests of the 
American Chamber of Commerce 
in Bangladesh.  I am extremely 
pleased to have this opportunity 
to speak to you on the occasion of 
my first AmCham lunch.

I am proud to represent the United 
States in this country. I admire the 
remarkable achievements of Ban-
gladesh since its independence, 
and I have high hopes for this 
country’s future.  But this is a criti-
cal time for Bangladesh, a country 
in transition in a part of the world 
that is vital to U.S. interests, and 
much work remains to be done to 
enable Bangladesh to reach its full 
potential.  

Since I arrived here last month I 
have stressed what I believe to be 
the three most important goals 
of our bilateral partnership, pro-
moting democracy, ensuring 
development and denying space 
to terrorism.  Bangladesh faces 
numerous obstacles acting against 
these goals, but there is one chal-
lenge that obstructs all three.  That 
challenge is corruption, and that 

James F. Moriarty

Remarks by U.S. Ambassador
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onstrate the ICAC’s effectiveness.  
Management experts reformed 
Hong Kong’s public institutions, 
to ensure greater accountability 
and remove opportunities for cor-
rupt acts.   Anti-corruption ethics 
were incorporated into school 
curricula, at all levels.   Despite 
widespread skepticism, the ICAC 
managed, in a remarkably short 
time, to eradicate most forms of 
overt corruption in the govern-
ment and to change public atti-
tudes.  In a recent public opinion 
survey, Hong Kong residents cited 
the establishment of the ICAC as 
one of the ten most significant 
events in their city’s history. 

If Bangladesh is to tackle corrup-
tion it will require a national con-
sensus, among the government, 
the business community, the legal 
community and civil society – a 
commitment from 
all sectors of society 
to work together.  
No sector can effec-
tively address cor-
ruption on its own; 
it must be a team 
effort.  It should be 
the duty of every 
businessman, every 
politician and every 
civil society leader 
to do his or her 
part in the struggle 
against corruption.

The culture of 
impunity must be 
eradicated.  People must be held 
accountable for their corrupt prac-
tices; otherwise there is no incen-
tive to change.  Past actions will 
need to be addressed, and the pro-
cess for addressing those actions 
– whatever that process may be 
– should be fair and transpar-
ent.  Anti-corruption efforts will 
not gain support from the public, 
unless the members of the public 
see for themselves how corruption 
is addressed, and understand the 
process.  

There must be public support for 
anti-corruption efforts to be effec-
tive.  The public needs to know 
the value of a corruption-free soci-
ety.  Some citizens see corruption 
as a normal and integral part of 

the economy, and not necessarily 
a bad thing.  Paying a bribe is akin 
to paying taxes, and good citizens 
pay taxes.  Education, therefore, is 
essential to the fight against cor-
ruption.  A major factor behind 
the success of Hong Kong is that 
children, from a very young age, 
were taught about the dangers 
and injustices of corruption. 

Citizens must also learn to respect 
the institutions charged with 
combating corruption.  Enforce-
ment procedures must be trans-
parent, so that the public has no 
doubt about their effectiveness or 
the sincerity of their purpose.  The 
people must see that these efforts 
are working.  Ordinary citizens will 
then be empowered to participate 
in the struggle against corruption.  
Individuals who witness corrupt 
acts must be given the confidence 

to play their part in the struggle, 
without fear of retribution.

Civil service reform is critical to the 
fight against corruption, and that 
will require a substantial invest-
ment in human resources.  Civil 
servants hold a powerful position 
in the economic and political 
life of the country, and yet many 
find it necessary to supplement 
their modest income in informal 
ways.  Many public employees 
lack the training needed to carry 
out their responsibilities, so a spe-
cial effort must be made to ensure 
that the appropriate individuals 
are included in training programs.  
Only a well paid and highly profes-
sional civil service corps is an effec-
tive barrier against corruption.

The legal environment has to be 
addressed.  Anti-corruption legis-
lation must be adequate and effec-
tive.  At the same time, effective 
enforcement must be balanced 
with respect for human rights.  
Effective prosecution of corrupt 
offenders must go along with an 
effective protection of the inno-
cent. 

Bangladesh is a dynamic country 
with an enormously talented pop-
ulation.  Potential investors know 
that and your trading partners 
know that.  They have watched 
with interest the impressive 
growth of this country in the last 
twenty years.  You all know what 
a valuable market Bangladesh 
could be – as an importer as well 
as an exporter.  The constraints 
on Bangladesh’s infrastructure 
and the circumstances of its geog-

raphy present some 
serious challenges to 
potential exporters 
and investors, but 
it is corruption that 
really scares them.  
Corruption is the 
most serious obstacle 
to Bangladesh’s meet-
ing its full economic 
potential. 

The struggle against 
corruption is a cen-
tral feature of our 
bilateral relationship, 
and we will continue 
to engage with all 

sectors of society on this issue.  
USAID is implementing an anti-
corruption program to support 
parliamentary oversight commit-
tees, the Office of the Comptrol-
ler and Auditor General, citizen 
advocacy and watchdog initia-
tives, legal reforms and investiga-
tive journalism.

As Bangladesh returns to an 
elected government, it is vital that 
recent reforms under the caretaker 
government are respected by the 
new leadership.  I pray that the 
spirit of reform lives on into next 
year and beyond.  I urge you all to 
continue to work with your lead-
ers in finding new ways to trans-
form this country into the best it 
can be.

Remarks by U.S. Ambassador
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Business Opportunities in Bangladesh
(Speech by the Honorable Commerce and Education Adviser, GoB at AmCham Luncheon Meeting held on April 02, 2008.)

You are well aware that the export 
basket of Bangladesh is very 
narrow. We are largely dependent 
upon readymade garments, fish, 
and leather products. This is not 
a very happy scenario. Agriculture 
is still the biggest sector that pro-
vides employment to our people. 
This is also our traditional sector 
where people have thousands of 
years of experience along with 
quality research institutions in 
the country. The recent trend in 
domestic and world essential com-
modities markets warrants that 
we, the state and the businesses 
alike, give this sector its due atten-
tion.

Ladies and Gentlemen, it is never 
enough to mention that the busi-
nesses play the vital role of car-
rying an economy from one era 
to the next. We are experiencing 
the full onslaught of what has 
come to be known as knowledge 

economy. It is my 
sincere hope that 
you will help this 
country progress 
towards knowledge 
economy by not 
only bringing in 
new technologies 
and business strat-
egies, but also by 
helping the work-
ers in particular 
and the people in 
general to equip 
themselves to face 
the challenges that 
they are already 
encountering and 

would encounter in future.

Lastly, I must thank the American 
Chamber of Commerce in Ban-
gladesh again for offering me this 
opportunity to talk to you. I wish 
you all the success in your profes-
sional as well as personal life and 
hope to work with you to help the 
economy and the country.

path that is not always easy, or 
even popular at times.

Investment is a sine qua non for 
growth. Without investment, 
an economy cannot grow. How-
ever, there is a caveat. Unchecked 
and unplanned investment can 
bring about economic debacle. 
We do not have to look very far; 
South East Asian economic crisis 
of 1997-98 is a case in this point. 
My request to you would be that 
please select your projects very 
carefully taking into account the 
long-term prospects and fallouts.

I am standing here before you in 
the twenty-first century when the 
government-in-business is out of 
fashion and unfeasible. However, 
it would be wrong to assume that 
the government does not have any 
or minimal role to play. Rather, as 
a least developed country, we face 
many market imperfections where 
government institutions can play 

a very significant role. The gov-
ernment can play the roles of 
facilitator, arbiter, and protector. 
Equally, businesses can contribute 
to the area what used to be con-
sidered solely the state’s domain. 
You can help and promote educa-
tion, provide on-the-job training 
and employees’ health care, etc. 
We can be genuine partners in 
these areas.

Assalamualaikum.

Ladies and Gentlemen of Ameri-
can Chamber of Commerce in 
Bangladesh,

Dear Guests,

it is my pleasure to 
address you today at 
this august gathering 
of businesspersons 
and investors. This 
is an opportunity 
for me to talk and 
listen to you as well. 
As employers as well 
as exporters, your 
contribution to the 
economy is very sig-
nificant. I thank you 
for that.

Bangladesh is at the 
crossroads of devel-
opment. We could have taken 
the path of corruption and cro-
nyism. Alternatively, we could 
have chosen the path of transpar-
ency and development. We have 
chosen the latter. I must remind 
you, my friends, that despite tem-
porary hiccups and unhurried 
pace of our journey towards open 
and business-friendly economy, 
we have always chosen the right 

Business Opportunities in Bangladesh

Dr. Hossain Zillur Rahman
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Traffic Jam in Dhaka City: Challenges and 
Possible Solution
(Speech by Mr. Nur Mohammad, Inspector General of Police (IGP), at AmCham Luncheon Meeting held on January 15, 2008)

not well-constructed and regu-
larly repaired. City Corporation, 
DESA, WASA, and BTTB excavate 
the roads randomly without any 
integrated and central plan. Lack 
of proper maintenance causes ve-
hicles to stop without any prior 
notice. During the rainy season, 
the situation becomes more criti-
cal as the roads go under water 
due to heavy rainfall. 

(c) Heterogeneous vehicles and in-
adequate public transport: Dhaka 
is a city of heterogeneous vehicles. 
Human puller to latest model au-
tomobile, mechanical to non-
mechanical, slow to fast-moving 
nothing is left on the roads of 
Dhaka. It is quite difficult to con-
trol all these vehicles on the same 
road as they have different speed 
capacities. Besides, public trans-
port system in Dhaka city is not 
adequate and properly-routed. In 
place of big and spacious buses, 

presence of large 
number of mini-
buses and private 
vehicles can only 
contribute to carry a 
small number of pas-
sengers, but not to 
the reduction of traf-
fic congestion.

(d) Rail crossing: Ev-
eryday we experience 
movement of 74 trains 
to and from Dhaka. 
On an average, it takes 
five minutes to get 
the clearance for each 
crossing. Thus: in one 

crossing everyday the vehicles stop 
for six hours, and it is really difficult 
to offset. 

(e) Insufficient parking arrange-
ment and road blockage: Limited 
parking arrangement is another 
major cause of excessive traffic in 
Dhaka City. It has become a regu-
lar practice to park cars on the 
road. Even during the rush hours, 

Reasons behind traffic jam

(a) City lay-out (master plan) and 
over-population: The causes of 
traffic congestion in Dhaka city 
are multifarious. Starting from the 
city itself, it is observed that the 
skeleton, structure, and lay-out of 
Dhaka City are not well-planned 
and well-directed. Dhaka is also a 
highly populated city. More than 
one crore people live here, and 
the figure is increasing day by day. 
This huge population acts as an 
auto-catalyst of traffic congestion 
in Dhaka City.

(b) Inadequate and unplanned 
roads: Dhaka City has very inad-
equate road network. For a stan-
dard city, where the minimum road 
requirement is 25%, Dhaka has 
only 7.5% as roads out of its total 
area. 30% of this 7.5% roads is oc-
cupied by hawkers, salesmen, and 
shopkeepers. A significant portion 

is occupied by construction materi-
als and waste-containers of the City 
Corporation. As a result, vehicles do 
not get sufficient space to move on.

Besides, in most cases roads are 
serpentine rather than being 
straight. This ultimately breeds a 
number of unnecessary junctions 
where vehicles automatically slow 
down. Again, these roads are also 

Mr. President, American Chamber 
of Commerce in Bangladesh,

Distinguished Guests, Ladies and 
Gentlemen,

Assalamu Alaikum and Good Af-
ternoon

Let me first take the 
opportunity to ex-
tend my heartfelt 
thanks and gratitude 
to ‘American Cham-
ber of Commerce in 
Bangladesh’ for invit-
ing me here in this 
programme. It’s a great 
pleasure and honour 
for me to be here to 
share my experiences 
on ‘Traffic Jam’ which 
is one of the burning 
issues for Dhaka City. 

In my speech, I am going to high-
light important causes of traffic 
jam in Dhaka City, challenges we 
are facing to address the issue, our 
achievements, and, finally, I am 
going to make a few recommen-
dations. I would appreciate if you 
please supplement me with your 
valuable and intellectual inputs at 
the end of the session.

Nur Mohammad

Traffic Jam in Dhaka City
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people are seen loading and un-
loading their vehicles on a busy 
road. City transports also stop here 
and there without any valid rea-
son. The three major bus stations - 
Sayedabad, Gabtoli and Mohakhali 
- do not have sufficient capacity to 
accommodate all buses operating 
from there. A recent addition to 
road blockage is the long queue of 
vehicles at CNG stations, which is 
really difficult to overcome. 

Challenges we face

(a) People are not law-abiding: At 
this stage, I am going to mention 
a few problems that we always face 
while addressing the traffic issues. 
The most important problem that 
we have realized is that people are 
not law-abiding; they do not want 
to follow traffic rules. Pedestrians 
show less interest in using foot-
paths, foot-over-bridges, or under-
passes. Similarly, drivers neither try 
to maintain the speed nor follow 
the lane. In most cases, as the pun-
ishment is nominal, they tend to 
breach the rules again and again.

(b) Inadequate logistics: Our traf-
fic management system is not au-
tomated and well-equipped. All 
the junctions are not facilitated 
with signal lights. Where there are 
lights, most often those remain out 
of order. Moreover, uneven flow of 
vehicles from different directions 
reduces the effectiveness of traffic 
signals. Besides, we do not have 
sufficient vehicles to chase a car or 
bus that has caused an accident.

(c) Shortage of Manpower: We 
do not have sufficient and well-
trained human resources. Four 
thousand officers work in two 
shifts- morning and afternoon. 
Due to administrative and other 
involvement, only fifteen hun-
dred officers can be engaged in 
one shift to control the movement 
of millions of people and vehicles 
in Dhaka City. This figure is quite 
insufficient to manage the exist-
ing traffic scenario.

Achievements of Traffic Division

Now I am going to highlight a few 
of our achievements. We have al-
ready made most of the important 
roads free from non-mechanical 
vehicles, especially rickshaws. You 
can understand very well - com-
plete withdrawal of rickshaws is a 
very sensitive and delicate issue. 
Thousands of people are living 
their lives by pulling rickshaws, 
and also this is one of the popu-
lar communication means for the 
low and mid-level income groups 
people. However, following the 
existing rules, and time to time 
government instructions, we have 
conducted several operations 
against illegal rickshaws and filed 
a number of cases again them.

We have introduced one-way ve-
hicle movement strategy in dif-
ferent areas. This has given much 
better result. We are taking strict 
legal action against the violators 
of traffic rules. Last year, we filed 
4 lakh 88 thousand cases and real-
ized 16 crore 50 lakh taka as fine.  
We have arranged several strategic 
and motivational meetings with 
the government and the transport 
agencies, and have finally succeed-
ed in controlling the movement 
of trucks and other long-route ve-
hicles. Now trucks and long-route 
buses can enter the city only af-
ter 10 o’clock at night. We have 
also conducted a special operation 
against model-out vehicles, and 
the number has reduced signifi-
cantly. Removal of baby taxi is a 
notable example in this regard.

Recommendations

However, it is understandable that 
resolving the problems of traffic jam 
in Dhaka city is not possible within a 
short time.  It needs both short-term 
and long-term strategies. Short-term 
strategies may include re-adjusting 
the school and office times, keep-
ing at least one hour difference be-
tween them, re-routing the public 
transports,  reducing and replacing 
private transports with convenient 
and cheaper public transports, fixing 
different fares during the rush and 
non-rush hours and, finally, keeping 

the foot-ways free from hawkers and 
shopkeepers.

Long-term strategies, on the other 
hand, can be constructing long 
flyovers from one end to another 
end of the city, introducing under-
ground rail service, undertaking co-
ordinated and integrated strategies 
among different agencies working 
for the city development, replac-
ing rickshaws by ensuring proper 
rehabilitation of the rickshaw-pull-
ers, constructing under-passes and 
foot-over-bridges in different im-
portant junctions and, finally, de-
centralizing the city itself.

To reduce traffic congestion in Dha-
ka City, the most vital prerequisite 
that I feel, is the development of 
public consciousness. Unless and 
until we change our perception 
and develop a mind to abide traf-
fic rules, whatever strategy we take 
will not work properly. I believe 
that our law-abiding conscious-
ness, good-intention, and sincere 
co-operation can remarkably re-
duce traffic jam in Dhaka city. 

These were all from me. At this stage, 
I would like to invite questions from 
you. I believe, your participation 
will make the session more enjoy-
able and will definitely enrich my 
understanding and knowledge.

Thank you very much for your in-
tellectual response.

Again, I would like to take the op-
portunity to extend my cordial 
thanks and appreciation to the 
authority of ‘American Chamber 
of Commerce in Bangladesh’ for 
inviting me here in this scholar-
ly gathering. I do believe today’s 
ceremony is a shiny reflection of 
better friendship and relationship 
between Bangladesh and the US 
government. I hope and expect 
- in future - this relationship will 
bring more fruitful and beneficial 
results for both the countries.

Finally, I wish you all a happy and 
prosperous life.

Thank you, Thank you all.

Traffic Jam in Dhaka City
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Why should Bangladesh care 
about protecting intellectual 
property rights? Intellectual 
property rights (IPR) are the 
legal mechanisms – copyrights, 
patents and trademarks – that 
ensure that the products we buy 
are genuine. Dangerous and 
defective counterfeit products, 
from counterfeit medication, to 
toothpaste, to auto parts, put the 
lives of consumers at risk.  A strong 
IPR system ensures that inventors 
and innovators are rewarded for 
their ideas.  IPR protections foster 
an environment in which creative 
and innovative industries can 
thrive and contribute to economic 
development worldwide.  

At the dawn of the 21st century, 
an increasing share of global 
economic output is generated by 
services, many of which depend 
on new and evolving technologies.  
Inventors, creators, and other 
risk-takers play a critical role in 
this economic progress, and the 
protection of IPR is necessary 
to ensure that the advances 
that result from their efforts are 
rewarded and valued. Progress 

Protecting Intellectual Property Rights: 
Challenges and Opportunities
James F. Moriarty
Ambassador, U.S. Embassy in Dhaka, Bangladesh

in nanotechnology, information 
technology, and clean energy 
fosters economic development 
and improves standards of living 
worldwide.

Intellectual property rights don’t 
just protect inventors or large 
corporations; they protect local 
entrepreneurs and artists.  A 
clear example of innovation in 
Bangladesh is the pioneering 
work of Mustafa Jabbar, inventor 
of the Bijoy Bangla keyboard and 
related software.  The recent court 
decision recognizing Mr. Jabbar’s 
ownership of the technology 
he developed is an important 
step in encouraging innovation. 
Bangladesh’s film-makers such as 
Catherine and Tareque Masud have 
won critical international acclaim 
for their films but frequently 
suffer the theft of their work in 
their home country.  The illegal 
sale of stolen music and films in 
nearly all of Bangladesh’s markets 
is a troubling indicator of the scale 
of the IPR protection challenge.

Developing countries too often 
assume that IPR only benefits first 
world nations. This perspective 
unfairly discounts indigenous 
capacity for innovation – as if 
good ideas worth protecting 
and promoting can only come 
from the first world.  Officials 
in less developed countries cite 
the World Trade Organization’s 
TRIPS agreement as granting 
their countries exemption from 
international IPR standards until 
2013 (and 2016 for pharmaceutical 
patents.)  Relying upon these 
temporary “exemptions” is a choice 
fraught with risks.  An economy 
built on weak IPR foundations is 
one in which the abuse of foreign 

and domestic IPR occurs hand-in-
hand.  Any country seeking free-
trade agreements cannot ignore 
today’s work to ensure meeting 
future obligations to protect IPR.

The human potential to create 
and innovate is a boundless 
worldwide resource. Clear rules 
and strong enforcement of 
IPR allows countries to sustain 
economic development and to 
build recognizable and respected 
brands worldwide.  Bangladesh’s 
innovators, inventors and artists 
have proven themselves worthy 
of the highest awards and 
recognition world wide – it’s time 
that Bangladesh’s domestic IPR 
mechanisms now grant them the 
same honor.

Protecting IPR: Challenges and Opportunities
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Background

Bangladesh has got more success sto-
ries than failures. Business in Bang-
ladesh and its overall economy have 
experienced a significant growth in 
the last decade owing to its competi-
tive stand in the world. The business 
world in Bangladesh has maintained 
a steady rising graph in some of the 
major sectors. The major indicators 
responsible for the socio-economic 
growth are: improvement in health 
status, increase in literacy and educa-
tion rate, progress in gender balance, 
more enhancement of employment 
opportunities, building transport 
and communications facilities, huge 
increase in media reach among 
the rural and urban people, boom-
ing ITC business, remarkable rise 
in remittance, boom in agriculture, 
industry, textiles and ready-made 
garments (RMG). Moreover, it is 
to be noted that the specially built 
and well protected Export Process-
ing Zones (EPZs) have played a sig-
nificant role in revolutionizing the 
industrial progress and employment 
in the country.

In recent years, the economy is on a 
role with its 6+ percent annual growth 
rate, and rising foreign exchange re-

Bangladesh: Media Habit and Communications
Khalid Hasan MBA, PhD
Managing Director, Nielsen Bangladesh &
Treasurer, American Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh

to maintain the growth rate and to 
provide for a contributive policy en-
vironment to the enterprises, includ-
ing both public and private sectors, to 
invest and grow their business.

Among the changes in different 
areas, media and communications 
have played one of the most strik-
ing strides. The shift in the media 
habit is another area of positive 
changes. The people of Bangladesh 
are fast moving toward the vis-
ible electronic media. The reach of 
mass media has been on a gradual 
increase since the last decade in 
Bangladesh (source: BMDS 2008). 

Media Research

Very recently Nielsen Bangla-
desh conducted a syndicated 
survey, titled “Bangladesh Media 
and Demographic Survey 2008” 
(BMDS 2008). The study was con-
ducted to determine the reach 

habit surveys carried since 1995. 
Although the sample sizes for 
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serves. Observing the statistics, the 
macroeconomic situation of the 
country seems quite strong and posi-
tive. The Government of Bangladesh 
and the developing partners have 
played a major role in their efforts 

of different media to the target 
audience and analyze their media 
habits with an aim to establishing 
the relative importance of differ-
ent media for the total population 
as well as for smaller and more 
specific target audiences covering 
males and females of rural and 
urban Bangladesh. 

Media Trend 1995-2008

The following section shows the 
comparison of media habits of 
the people based on several media 

these studies vary, these will give 
a fairly clear indication and trends 
about media habits.

TELEVISION

Ownership of Television

The people of Bangladesh are 
fast moving towards visible elec-
tronic media. At present, televi-
sion is available to 45% of all the 

households, with 77% ownership 
amongst the urban dwellers and 
31% amongst the rural ones. In 
comparison to the figures of 1995 
media survey, it is apparent that 
the ownership rate has increased 
considerably over the past thir-
teen years. Within this period, the 
overall ownership of TV nation-
ally went up more than five times 
from 8% to 45%; and, it was ten 
times in the rural areas - from 3% 
to 31%. 

Currently, TV is available in 88% of 
the households in the metro areas. 
Among all the current TV owners, 
59% have color televisions, and 
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40% have got black & white (B/W) 
sets. The scenario was just reverse 
three years ago - in 2005. During 
that time, 63% of them had B/W 
TVs and 36% colored. 

Today there are more color TVs in 
the urban households (73%) than 
in the rural households (45%). How-
ever, black & white TVs are more 
available in the rural areas (56%) 
than in the urban areas (26%).

Reach of TV

Currently, 68% of the population 
aged between 15 and over watch 
TV at least once in seven to ten 

The reach of TV to the female 
viewers (60%) is still behind that 
to the male viewers (73%).

The number of the viewership of 
the state-run BTV has declined in 
the last four years, i.e., from 98% 
to 93%. It is most likely due to 
the availability of a wide range of 
local and foreign satellite chan-
nels, which present offer various 
entertaining programs.

C&S Connection

At present, 40% of the TV own-
ers across the country have 
stated that they have got C&S 

RADIO

Listening to Radio

Though radio is the second-most 
powerful media after television in 
Bangladesh, its reach is declining 

Fig 3: Reach of TV 1995-2008 (%) 
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days, which is three percentage 
points higher than that in 2002. 
The reach of TV in both the ur-
ban and rural areas is increasing 
in comparison to the previous 
years. The reach of TV has in-
creased more rapidly in the rural 
areas - from 24% to 59% - over 
the last decade. Among the urban 

dwellers, TV has reached to 89% 
of them. As expected, 93% of the 
metropolitan dwellers have ac-
cess to TV.

The rate of the TV viewership is 
the highest in Dhaka division 
(73%) and the lowest in Barisal 
division (58%). The rates in other 
divisions are: Chittagong - 68%, 
Khulna - 62%, Sylhet - 69% and, 
Rajshahi - 66%.

(cable and satellite) connec-
tion with their TV sets, which 
was 27% in 2006. However, 
in urban areas, 63% of the 
TV owners have satellite con-
nection and 17% in the rural 
areas among the owners have 
it. Among the metropolitan 
dwellers, 69% have C&S con-
nection.

Viewership of Satellite 
Programs

Overall, among the TV viewers, 
45% of them watch TV, watch 
programs on satellite channels. 
The number of viewership of sat-
ellite programs is more in the ur-
ban areas (68%) than that in the 
rural areas (21%). Interestingly, 
the number of audience of satel-
lite programs is almost similar 
among male (47%) and female 
(42%) TV viewers. Three-fourth of 
the TV viewers in the metropoli-
tan areas (74%) watch programs 
through satellite channels.

every year. The reach of radio is 
defined in terms of the percent-
age of respondents who usually 
listen to radio at least once in 7-10 
days. 

Interestingly, the access to radio is 
increasing in the metropolitan ar-
eas. It may be mentioned here that 
recently private FM channels, such 
as, Radio Today, Radio Furti, Radio 
Amar, etc. have started broadcast-
ing their programs. ACNielsen, in 

another study, found that the pro-
grams of these FM bands are more 
entertaining and informative. All 
these private radio channels have 
already captured a large number 
of audience pool, especially the 
young generation. They have ac-
cess to those programs through 
mobile phones. However, these 
channels are still metro-based.

The reach of radio in the metro 
areas is 20% which was 12% in 
2006. If the FM transmission is 
extended all over the country, the 
reach of radio may be increased. 
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However, overall listening to radio 
has declined from 36% in 1995 to 
22% at present. Radio listening 
habit is higher in the rural areas 
(24%) in comparison to the urban 
areas (17%). 

MOBILE & INTERNET

Mobile phone penetration has 
significantly increased recently. 
Currently, 50% of the households use computers more than those 

living in the rural (3%) areas. 
Around 16% of the people staying 
in the metro areas use computer. 

NEWSPAPERS

The overall habit of reading news-
paper has slightly increased during 
last two years (2006-08). Cur-
rently, 24% of the people across 

the population is away from any 
media, which was 27% two years 
ago. Among the females, one-third 
cannot either watch TV, or listen 

23%
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Fig 7: Mobile Penetration 2006-08
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across the country have at least 
one mobile phone, which was 
23% two years ago. The penetra-
tion has increased in both rural 
and urban areas significantly. At 
present mobile is available to 83% 
of the metro households.

Awareness of Internet has also in-
creased from 32% to 39% in last 
two years (2006-08). In general, 
this awareness is higher in the 

urban areas (57%) in comparison 
to that in the rural areas (32%). 
Currently, 11% in the urban and 
3% in the rural areas use internet 
facility. In metros, 13% use inter-
net.

COMPUTER

Computer is available to 3% of the 
households across the country. 
However, 6% of the total popula-
tion have ever used computers. As 
expected, the urban people (13%) 

the country read newspapers, at 
least once a week, which was 21% 
in 2006. As expected, newspaper 
reading remains an urban habit, 
which is mainly limited to the 
metropolitan areas (55%). 

CINEMA

The overall cinema-viewing habit 
has slightly increased in the last 
two years. Currently, 12% of the 
people watch cinema, by going 
to the cinema halls once in every 
three months, which were 11% in 
2006 and 7% in 2005. 

MEDIA DARK

Although there is a significant 
shift in the media in more than 
a decade, there are still a large 
number of people in “media dark” 
where the benefits of media could 
not reach them. Overall, 21% of 

to radio, or reach any other media 
vehicles, on a regular basis. 

CONCLUSION

Television continues to emerge as 
the most powerful mass medium, 
being followed by radio. The reach 
of TV has gone up manifold in 
both the rural and urban areas. 
In addition to enjoying BTV pro-
grams, a large number of people 
watch programs produced by local 
satellite channels, like ATN Bangla, 
Channel-I, NTV, and foreign chan-
nels, like Zee Cinema, Sony, ETV 
Bangla, Star Plus, Star Sports, etc. 
Among the local satellite chan-
nels, ATN Bangla and Channel I 
have got the highest number of 
viewers.

Radio is the second-most powerful 
media after television in Bangla-
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desh, particularly in the rural areas. 
Recently, the radio listener-ship 
has started increasing, especially 
in the metro areas. It is mainly due 
to the intervention of the newly-
introduced FM channels. The pro-
grams of these FM bands are more 
entertaining and informative, and 
they have already captured a large 
number of audience pool, espe-
cially the young generation.

Readership of newspapers has in-
creased. Similarly the reach of 
cinema has slightly enhanced 
compared to that last year’s sur-
vey. 

The positive shift in the media 
habit and communications is a 
great milestone towards econom-
ic emancipation and business 
growth. The benefit of the prog-
ress of the media world should 
be better utilized by the business 
community and, therefore, media 
planning is of utmost imperative. 
Therefore, to expedite the pace 
of development, sustainable mea-
sures should be taken for eliminat-
ing corruption, crime, and political 
instability once for all. 

The move for positive changes has 
already been started through the 
active participation of the young 
and progressive business people 
representing all sectors. It is ex-
tremely important to develop a 
bold and strict roadmap to uphold 
the country’s overall image, which 

is essential for the acceptance of 
Bangladesh to the world commu-
nity. Countries like India, Thai-
land, China, and Malaysia started 
similar journeys more than two 
decades ago, and these nations 
have already taken economic lead-
ership. 

Let us all take the benefits of 
positive shift in media habit, and 
highlight our success and posi-
tive among all, both internally 
and overseas. Let us help develop 
a corruption-free stable economy. 
This is needed for our children 
and grand-children. The U.S. Am-
bassador, James F. Moriarty, has re-
cently commented at an AmCham 
meeting – “I have repeatedly spoken 
about the “Three D’s.”  Simply put, 
I view democracy, development, and 
denial of space to terrorism as three 
intertwined issues and cannot be sep-
arated from each other. Corruption is 
the enemy of democracy; for it distorts 
the choices of the people and inhibits 
their self-determination. Corruption 
misplaces the benefits of development 
efforts, benefiting those who are least 
in need.  When terrorists lose sup-
port from the population, corruption 
allows them to purchase additional 
support.  Corruption is the most se-
rious obstacle to Bangladesh’s meet-
ing its full economic potential.” Let 
us all take the challenge of using 
of media vehicles toward remov-
ing corruption from Bangladesh 
and create a solid base for devel-
opment. Media can be a great tool 

in upholding our national image 
globally.

Therefore, it is not an irrational ex-
pectation that if the economic and 
development pace continues and 
the drive for transparent and cor-
ruption-free economy gets wider 
and more momentum, this coun-
try will surely emerge as a middle-
income country by 2023.  
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In Need of Our Own Baron Haussmann
M.K. Aaref 
President, American Alumni Association, Bangladesh

his own ideas, such as, the project 
for Boulevard Saint-Germain.

The period of the return of the 
monarchy was a preparation for 
“Haussmannisation”, when a 
survey of the city was made.  In 
1839, a municipal commission 
was charged with examining the 
city centre.  This commission 
concluded that the centre of Paris 
was obsolescent.  At that time, 
the concept of a “sick city” be-
came widely held. The mediaeval 
centre within the ancient enclo-
sure of Philippe-Auguste aroused 
general disgust. 

In its first step, the state expro-
priated those owners whose land 
stood on the way to renovations. 
It then demolished the build-
ings and built new avenues fully 
equipped with water, natural gas, 
and sewers. Haussmann relied on 
substantial loan to finance his op-
erations - roughly 50 to 80 million 
francs a year. The state reimbursed 
the loan by selling the land, after 
dividing it in to plots, to promot-
ers who had to construct build-
ings according to a set of precise 
rules. This system allowed the city 
to devote each year a budget to 
the renovations twice that of the 
municipal budget.

Napoleon’s nephew, the elected 
President of the Republic of France 
in 1848, became the Emperor on 
December 2, 1852 - one year after 
his coup. Under his new name, 
Napoleon III, he decided to mod-
ernize Paris after seeing London 
- a city transformed by the Indus-
trial Revolution - which offered 
large public parks and a complete 
sewerage system. He wished to 
improve the housing condition 
of the lower class; in some neigh-
borhoods, the population density 
reached the number of 250,000 
people per square mile, which was 
being characterized by conditions 
of very poor sanitation. 

To satisfy his ambition, the new 
Emperor had a considerable 
amount of power at his disposal 
- something his predecessors had 
lacked. But, Napoleon III still had 
to find a man capable of carrying 
out a project of such magnitude. 
He found such a man in Georges 
Eugene Haussmann - a man of ac-
tion and rigor, known for being 
methodical. And he nominated 
him Prefect of the Seine in 1853. 
The two men formed an efficient 
team - the emperor supporting the 
prefect against his adversaries, and 
Haussmann showing loyalty in all 
circumstances, while promoting 

The city of Paris always has a ma-
jor fascination to me since my ear-
ly age.  Those customary pictures 
of my parents in front of the Eiffel 
Tower and the Arc D’Triomphe al-
ways appeared quite interesting to 
me. It was always a city Titans to 
me….no ‘gullies’, with broad bou-
levards, and monuments galore. It 
was a city of astronomical delight 
and also the city of lights –a per-
fect picture-postcard city.

Later, when I chose the thesis op-
tion for my graduation, I chose 
the city of Paris as my subject.  
Going through the historical de-
velopment and the radial expan-
sion of the metropolis, it dawned 
on me that Paris, what it is today 
in terms of its amenities, gran-
deur, beauty and axial simplicity, 
was not the product of a gradual 
evolution as cities usually do, but 
being imposed, literally by force, 
by one gentleman by the name of 
Baron Haussmann, under the pa-
tronage of Napoleon III.

The pre-Haussmann Paris seemed 
to have a lot of commonalities with 
modern-day Dhaka - it seemed.  
Congested, narrow roads, overflow-
ing gutters, rampant water-borne 
diseases, haphazard markets, no 
defined boundaries between resi-
dential and non-residential usages, 
and a constant influx of population 
from the countryside, lured by the 
prospects of jobs in the emerging 
industrial units sprouting all over 
the city.  Even in the very limited 
tourism sector of the 19th century 
Europe, the well-to-do English and 
the Germans opted for the Greek 
shores and the Roman ruins.  Rav-
aged by the constant Franco-Ger-
man wars, Paris was a mess of a 
city with decrepit buildings falling 
apart, which was portrayed vividly 
by Victor Hugo in ‘Les Miserables’.

One of the side roads leading to 
Blvd. St. Germain before Hauss-
mann’s revamping of the area.

Blvd. St. Germain after the widening of 
the street and the imposition of standard-
ized façade guidelines by Haussmann.

In Need of Our Own Baron Haussmann
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Haussmann had the opportunity 
of working in a legislative and reg-
ulatory context that was modified 
specifically for the renovations. 
The decree of March 26, 1852, re-
garding the streets of Paris, passed 
one year before Haussmann’s ap-
pointment, established the main 
judicial tools:

• Expropriation “for purposes of 
public interest”: the city could 
acquire buildings placed along 
the avenues to be constructed, 
whereas earlier it could only 
acquire the buildings placed 
directly on the future construc-
tion site. This would allow a 
considerable part of the Île de 
la Cité to be demolished. After 
1860, the regime’s more pro-
gressive stance made expropria-
tions more difficult.

• Those who owned buildings 
were required to clean and re-
fresh the facades every ten 
years.

• The leveling of the streets of 
Paris, the buildings’ alignments, 
and connections to the sewer-
age were regulated.

The authorities intervened at the 
same time to regulate the dimen-
sions of buildings and even on the 
aesthetic aspect of their frontages:

• The 1859 regulations for urban 
planning in Paris increased the 
maximum height of buildings 
- from 17.55 meters (57.5 ft) 
to 20 meters (65.6 ft) in streets 
wider than 20 meters. The roofs 
needed to still have a 45 degree 
incline.

• Construction along the new av-
enues had to comply with a set 
of rules regarding the outside 
appearance. Neighboring build-
ings had to have their floors at 
the same height, and the fa-
çades’ main lines had to be the 
same. The use of quarry stone 
was mandatory along these av-

enues. Paris started to acquire 
the features of an immense pal-
ace.

Finally, at this period priority was 
given to the circulation of traffic. 
Paris suffered - like all the large 
cities of the period - from the 
absence of a coherent pattern of 
urban roads. Construction of the 
stations in Paris from 1841 on-
wards was a significant example 
of this problem. They were all 
wedged in and had poor links 
with the city centre. Haussmann 
cut through the city of Paris, im-
posing a large network of straight 
roads and boulevards with wide 
sidewalks, landscaping, and in 
those days, parking for the horse 
drawn carriages on the sides. From 
an aesthetic point of view, the 
wide boulevards which were cut 
responded to a new logic. They 
are wide and straight to facilitate 
travel and speed. They were con-
sidered more modern at the time 
because the medieval roads were 
narrow and sinuous. Nevertheless, 
they can be de-humanizing if too 
many are constructed. In Paris, 
for the most part, a balance was 
found, and is being appreciated 
still today.

Haussmann established three net-
works for the circulation of traffic:  
the first (1854-58) and best-known 
was the great North-South/East 
West crossing:  rue Sebastopol-

boulevard St Michel crossed 
the rue de Rivoli at the place du 
Châtelet.  The centre of the cross-
ing freed the Ile de la Cité (above 
all to the East) as well as les Halles. 
The second network (1858-60) 
allowed the extension of traffic 
from the centre:  work around the 
future place de la République, la 
rue de Rome, and around l`Etoile, 
Chaillot, l`Ecole Militaire and la 
Montagne Sainte-Genevieve.  The 
third network was made with the 
aim of linking the “Petite Banli-
eue” annexed in 1860, with the 
rest of Paris. It was the beginning 
of work at the place de l`Opéra 
(finished in 1878); Belleville was 
linked to Bercy; the southern 
routes of the 16th arrondissement 
were created.  Finally, the rue de 
Rivoli was copied on the left bank 
by the creation of the boulevard 
St. Germain. 

The aesthetic and monumen-
tal aspects were also taken into 
consideration along with the 
construction of churches (St 
Augustin and la Trinité); pub-
lic facilities were made decided 
l`Opéra, the Bibliothèque Na-
tionale (library) and les Halles 
Baltard (markets). Town Halls for 
each arrondissement (equivalent 
to Wards in Dhaka City) were 
constructed. 

Haussmann wanted to mark each 
crossroads with a monument.  This 

The red lines denote the straight-
ening of roads and boulevards 
imposed by Haussmann during 
his tenure.  His successors would 
continue the trend.

The avenue de l’Opéra as seen 
by Pissaro when standing by the 
Comédie-Française

In Need of Our Own Baron Haussmann
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gave each neighborhood a distinc-
tive landmark to identify with.  
For hygiene causes, a network of 
water supply was constructed. The 
Roman aqueduct method was cho-
sen, which allowed spring water to 
be brought from afar and distrib-
uted to homes; to be 560 kilome-
ters of drains were also installed. 
The city was dotted with drinking 
fountains where any pedestrian 
could sip palatable drinking water 
to quench his/her thirst.

The plan to modernize the city 
dates back to the revolutionary 
times. In 1794, during the French 
Revolution, a “Commission of Art-
ists” formed a project suggesting 
the opening of broader avenues 
in Paris, with a street making a 
straight line from Place de la Na-
tion to the Louvre. It anticipated 
the east-west main line and at-
tempted to highlight the public 
monuments. Napoleon I commis-
sioned the construction of a co-
lossal street along the Jardin des 
Tuileries, the Rue de Rivoli, that 
extended under the Second Em-
pire up to the Châtelet and the 
Rue Saint-Antoine. The new street 

was better adapted to traffic than 
the street designed by the Com-
mission of Artists. It also served as 
the basis for a new legal tool: the 
servitude d’alignement prevented 
real estate owners from renovat-
ing or rebuilding beyond a certain 
line drawn by the administration. 

Between 1854 and 1858, Hauss-
mann took advantage of what 
was to be the most authoritarian 
period in Napoleon III’s rule to 
achieve what possibly no other 
decade could have - transform-
ing the heart of Paris by clearing 
a gigantic crossing in its center. 
Because of the construction of the 
North-South line, from boulevard 
de Sébastopol to Boulevard Saint-
Michel, a number of alleyways 
and dead-ends were cleared from 
the map. This line included an 
important intersection near the 
Châtelet and the Rue de Rivoli: 
the Second Empire extended it to 
the rue Saint-Antoine - a street Na-
poleon I had drawn alongside the 
Tuileries. 

Some of these axes connected 
Louis XIV’s grand boulevards 
to those that ran alongside the 
Farmers General Wall. The Boule-
vard Haussmann and the Rue La 
Fayette, partially in place before 
1870, guaranteed better access to 
the Opera neighborhood from the 
outside districts. The Boulevard 
Voltaire made it easier to bypass 
the center from the Place de la 

Nation. On the left bank, as the 
Southern Boulevards, which go 
through Place d’Italie, Place Den-
fert-Rochereau and Montparnasse, 
were too far from the centre, the 
idea of another east-west access 
arose. Haussmann added the Rue 
des Écoles, designed by Napoléon 
III, to his pet project: the Boule-
vard Saint-Germain - a Left Bank 

Ill de la Cite’, (the Island City) loca-
tion of the Notre Dame Cathedral, 
as in Medieval Times.  Paris’s origins 
lie on this island, before spilling to 
the adjoining countryside in the 
12th and 13th centuries.

In Need of Our Own Baron Haussmann

View from air of Arc’D’Triomphe, 
showing the axis of the roads and 
boulevards radiating from the 
monument.  Ave. des Champs 
D’Elysees, on the top, is the most 
famous of Parisian boulevards, 
originating from the historic 
Lourve to ‘La Defanse’, a modern 
day commercial downtown area, 
in almost a straight line.  Hauss-
man made the giant memorial the 
centre of mammoth circle, giving a 
focal point o the west side of the 
city that also encouraged gentri-
fication and development to that 
part of Paris.

Once obscured by decrepit hous-
ing and kitchen markets,  Notre 
Dame Cathedral was reestab-
lished is a visual icon of the city. 
Nowadays, the plaza at the front 
is a venue for public festivals, per-
formances, and one of the most 
visited node in the city of Paris.

The gutting of the existing 
slums and the imposition of a 
grid caused ample anguish at 
that time. The plaza was opened 
up in front of the cathedral and 
substantial areas were land-
scaped as public parks.
New transverse streets (red), pub-
lic spaces (light blue) and build-
ings (dark blue), are designated.
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extension of the Grands Boule-
vards of the Right Bank.

Napoléon III and Haussmann cov-
ered the town with prestigious ed-
ifices. Charles Garnier constructed 
the Opéra Garnier in an eclectic 
style, and Gabriel Davioud de-
signed two symmetric theatres 
on the Place du Châtelet. L’Hôtel-
Dieu, the prison of the Cité (and 
future police headquarters); and 

In the past, green spaces in Paris 
were rare. Having visited and en-
joyed the beautiful and spacious 
London parks, Napoléon III hired 
engineer Jean-Charles Alphand, 
Haussmann’s future successor, to 
create expansive parks and green 
spaces. On the east and west bor-
ders of the city, you could find 
the bois de Boulogne and the bois 
de Vincennes respectively. In the 
enceinte de Thiers, the parc des 

The famous ‘Opera Garnier’, on the left, Place du Chatelet’ on the right, 
built as part of the monumental enlightenment programme for Paris

squares were built, and trees were 
planted along avenues.

“Hausmannism”, a perfectionist 
art, wasn’t satisfied with tracing 
new streets and utilities. It also in-
tervened in the aesthetic aspects 
of the habitable building.

The block is designed as a homo-
geneous architectural one. The 
building is not treated as an in-
dependent structure, but must 
make, with the other buildings in 
its block, if not with all others in 
the same street or quarter, a uni-
fied urban landscape.  Unlike the 
hodgepodge of apartment styles 
we are accustomed to in Dhaka, 
Paris has a surprisingly homoge-
neous look in spite of its diversity 
and size. Haussmann’s plans were 
later applied in Brussels, Milan, 
Rome, Barcelona, Antwerp, Dres-
den, Chicago, and Vienna. 

Haussmann’s work is admired for 
the invention of town planning 
by regulation, which preserved the 
old city while making it accessible; 
for the balance found between 
buildings of the Haussmann type, 
and the streets, and for the rare 
balance achieved between state 
control and private speculation. 

It suffices to say that, London is 
the most ‘Hip’ capital of Europe, 
Barcelona is the most avant-guard 
city at the moment, Rome has its 
history, but Paris is still the grand-
est of cities in terms of its layout, 
communication, overall beauty, 
and a charm that is quintessen-
tially Parisian and unique.

Typical Apartment facades in Paris, built within the strict guidelines of 
standardized specification as prescribed by Haussmann.

The Daumesnil lake in Bois de 
Vincennes

Walkways in the Bois de Boulogne

the tribunal of Commerce re-
placed the medieval districts on 
the Île de la Cité. Each of the 
twenty new local government dis-
tricts (arrondissements) was given 
a town hall.

They took care to set these 
monuments in the town by cre-
ating vast perspectives. For ex-
ample, the Avenue de l’Opéra 
offers a great frame for the edi-
fice of the Opera Garnier, while 
the houses that prevented con-
templation of the cathedral of 
Notre-Dame gave way to a great 
open space.

Buttes-Chaumont, the parc Mon-
ceau, and the parc Montsouris 
offered citizens beautiful scen-
ery and a place to relax and be 
with nature. Also, in each district 
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